Multiple scattering of light is an interdisciplinary research field that connects traditionally remote areas such as optical communication or biomedical imaging to fundamental physics studies of Anderson localization of light. In most work on multiple scattering a classical description of both light and matter is sufficient. In contrast, quantum optics studies of multiple scattering, where light is quantized, have only been initiated recently. A surprisingly rich variety of new phenomena is encountered in the quantum optics theory, including the identification of spatial [1] and frequency [2] quantum correlations induced by multiple scattering of Fock states.
Here we demonstrate that spatial quantum correlations are induced by multiple scattering of quadrature squeezed light through a random medium. As a consequence, light scattered along two different directions by the random medium will not be independent, but be correlated to an extent that can only be described by a quantum mechanical theory for multiple scattering. The spatial quantum correlation is revealed in the fluctuations of the total intensity transmission or reflection through the multiple scattering medium, see Squeezing parameter s Figure 1 . Left: Sketch of proposed experiment for measuring spatial quantum correlations. Light with squeezed quantum fluctuations is multiple scattered in a random medium. The noise of the total transmission is recorded with an integrating sphere and a spectrum analyzer. Right: Calculated noise of the total transmission as a function of squeezing parameter for three different quadrature amplitude squeezed states. SNL refers to the shot noise level that would be recorded with a coherent state of same intensity. Spatial quantum correlations are induced when the noise is below SNL.
